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b, privatization of the

(i) public sector administrative reforms have always been under-

1.2 Privatization



s a surprise if we say that there- is

concept' "public enterprise" How



existed since the emergence of the "state" in early civilisations. In

by item of expenditure or by function) and issued from a

nrv\



[iv) The Pubtic Corporation

"An institution operating a service of an economic or

social character, on behalf of. the government, but as an

.government an$ parliament and subject to some direction



been significant budgetary drains and severe foreign exchange scarcity

in c

the International Monetary Fund "(IMF), the World Bank, and.the donor

debt service maintained, African markets and productive capacity
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to praise and to foster Western capitalism has also played an Important

so.
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private investment/ both foreign and domestic. The articles also



exchange cost for such "hard hatas. capital intensive investments. The

justification .-for

serious problem which needed careful study-and preparation.10 Instead,'

itself faced with an awkward'situation, one that It has yet to overcome.

. for all its

limitations imposed on its fending policies'denied it the opportunity to

exercise much inffyence in many areas of activity that were of criticai



governments did not readily offer such guarantees to private

The creation of the International Finance Corporation (IFC)jr

for the backwardness and instability in developing economies to

to psace greater reliance on the market as the essential mechanism





, as a

a predetermi In this case

forever, but transferred to the state and then becomes a part

like "buy, build,'operate" which is useful when the project is

sold to a-private firm with the condition of carrying out this

Also "rent, build, operate*', which is very simtlar.to the above



way to reduce their public'debt, that-is to say, by divesting Soss-making

is of recovery

In an interview wi

made a lot of losses but usually not of being-inefTicient but because

units (like the sugar factories! were made to self at factory cost and



public sector, it should be remembered that ihs private sector benefits

The wages in the public sector are afways very

and practiced the private sector

and that the private sectors are efficient'and productive are simply myth
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main vehicle of entrepreneur-ship, initiative and innovation in

73 public enterprises under the supervision of the Ministry of;



sign finar

the obsolescence and erosion of the means of production; the



performance which would enabtethem to compete (at the international

[is) limiting the financial burden on the treanury that results

[vi> decreasing



(i) the financial yaue of the future cash inflow of the enterprise
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(H)

(isi)



, 7 in

communications sector, 4 enterprises in the energy and

{\l)"pub\lc offer" (the enterprise remains in the government's hand;



enterprise, however, for some unspecified reasons, wants to

lease it),

where an enterprise is located in different parts of the country).





nvestment in the Sudan, (Khartoum, 10*11 January,


